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Abstract—The paper shows the potential of sparsity-based
methods in restoring quantized signals. Following up on the
study of Brauer et al. (IEEE ICASSP 2016), we significantly
extend the range of the evaluation scenarios: we introduce the
analysis (cosparse) model, we use more effective algorithms, we
experiment with another time-frequency transform. The paper
shows that the analysis-based model performs comparably to the
synthesis-model, but the Gabor transform produces better results
than the originally used cosine transform. Last but not least, we
provide codes and data in a reproducible way.
Keywords—Quantization; dequantization; sparsity; cosparsity;
proximal splitting.
I. INTRODUCTION
Signal quantization is inherently present in all areas of
digital signal processing (DSP). The need for quantization
arises from the fact that signals in DSP have to be stored
and processed using finite arithmetic. Quantization appears in
the digitization of analog signals, in the field of generating
artificial signals, and it is widely used in various compression
algorithms [1], [2], [3], [4].
A quantized signal is always distorted by quantization, and
such a nonlinear operation is not reversible in general. The
process of estimating the original signal from its quantized
counterpart is usually called dequantization or bit depth ex-
pansion and it overlaps with problems within the area of
decompressing signals. Since dequantization is an ill-posed
inverse problem, dequantization methods must rely on some
additional information. Most frequently, the mathematical or
statistical properties of the (unknown) original signal are
formulated; these properties are typically violated by the quan-
tized signal, making it possible to formulate an optimization
problem that prioritizes desirable signals and whose solution
leads to a dequantized signal.
Within the field of audio processing, paper [5] utilizes
a sinusoidal model on the assumption that the model residuals
are autoregressive random processes. The paper reports an
average distortion reduction by 11 dB.
Methods based on signal sparsity [6] have become most
popular in the last decade. Paper [7] designs a simple sparsity-
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based model and evaluates it on a speech database. This paper
will serve us as a reference.
Dequantization and declipping are treated at once in the
recent contribution [8]. Note that the unified model for both
the problems is natural since declipping (i.e., signal amplitude
saturation) can be considered a special case of quantization.
Different sparsity-based computational methods are compared
here, but only on artificially created signals, and with no
comparison to another existing method.
The same authors later extended this approach and com-
bined it with learning the sparsifying transform so as to make
the signal restoration quality as high as possible, obviously
traded-off with computational cost [9].
In the context of compressed sensing [10], dequantization
has been discussed in [11]. Here, the difference is that quan-
tized are not directly the signal samples as usual, but their
values after a certain linear transformation.
Finally, the recent contribution [12] follows up on [7],
which has been discussed above, and modifies the original
dequantization algorithm such that it involves a neural network
learned on speech signals.
Our paper was motivated by promising results in [7].
Nevertheless, [7] is just a brief conference contribution with
limited information value. Therefore, our goal was to verify
the results presented (there are no codes available), use more
effective algorithms, and significantly expand the evaluation
scenarios. Our paper thus uses a simpler Douglas–Rachford al-
gorithm, where applicable; we also include the so-called anal-
ysis (cosparse) signal model; we add another time-frequency
transform; we do not limit ourselves to real-time applications
and let the iterative methods fully converge.
Note that we do not compare our results either to [8] or
[9], since the nature of their approach allows the so-called
inconsistent solutions, meaning that it can happen that the
quantization of the dequantized sample does not match the
input quantized sample. Such an approach could be justified
when the signal is noisy, but this does not fall within our setup
and the setup of [7], where the reconstructions are consistent.
We recall the signal quantization process in Sec. II. In
Sec. III, the dequantization problem is formalized, and algo-
rithms for its solution are proposed in Sec. IV. Finally, Sec. V
describes the experiments and evaluates the results.
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Fig. 1: Waveforms (top) and spectrograms (bottom) of the original (left), quantized (middle) and restored (right) signals. Here,
the spectrograms are generated from the whole utterance “S_01_01.wav” sampled at 16 kHz. The waveforms are snippets
100 ms long taken from the middle of the utterance. The word length of the quantized sample is w = 5.
II. QUANTIZATION
Signal quantization is a nonlinear process of limiting the
number of possible values the signal can attain. Quantization
typically arises as a necessary step in the process of signal
digitization, where each signal sample is rounded to the nearest
quantization level. Since digital signals are stored in binary
form, the number of quantization levels is dependent on the
amount of assigned bits, i.e., the word length [3], which is
given in bits per sample (bps).
According to the placement of quantization levels, it is
possible to distinguish two different types of quantization: In
the case of uniform quantization, all the quantization levels
are equally distributed over the whole dynamic range; thus
the quantization step, ∆, is constant. Obviously, this is the
most naive approach to quantization. To minimize the overall
quantization error, it is often beneficial to exploit the distribu-
tion of the values of samples and place the quantization levels
non-uniformly across the whole dynamic range. Audio signals
tend to concentrate the sample values around zero, therefore it
is advantageous to use a nonlinear quantization scale [1] like
the A-law or µ-law defined in the ITU-T Recommendation
G.711 [2].
The present paper is devoted to the restoration of quantized
signals. For simplicity, we use the standard, so-called mid-
riser uniform quantizer as the origin of the distortion in audio
signals, where the size of the quantization step is given by
∆ = 2−w+1, with w representing the word length in bps.
The quantized signal xq ∈ RN is computed according to the
following formula:
(xq)n = sgn
+(xn)∆
(⌊ |xn|
∆
⌋
+
1
2
)
, (1)
where n-th sample of the signal is denoted by the index n and
sgn+(z) returns 1 for z ≥ 0 and −1 for z < 0.
Note, however, that the methods presented in this paper are
completely independent of a particular choice of the quantizer.
Waveforms and spectrograms of the original, quantized and
restored signals are presented in Fig. 1.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Based on the quantized observation, xq, dequantization aims
at restoring the signal to be as close as possible to the original
(unknown) signal x. But without any additional information
about the signal, this task would be ill-posed. It is therefore
crucial that additional knowledge is considered. Based on the
fact that audio signals have approximately sparse coefficients
in a suitable time-frequency representation, it is possible to
formulate the restoration task as finding the signal with the
sparsest coefficients whose samples will not lie further than
∆
2 from the respective quantization level.
A. Synthesis Case
In the synthesis case, we use the model which assumes
that the signal is composed of a linear combination of atoms
from the matrix D, which is usually called the dictionary and
can also be understood as the linear operator D : CP → RN .
Formally, it is possible to write x = Dc, where x ∈ RN is
the time domain signal and c ∈ CP is a vector of coefficients
(sparse or close to sparse). In this paper, the operator D forms
the so-called Parseval tight frame, which is advantageous for
the derivation of the algorithms.
Since finding the true sparsest vector is an NP-hard problem,
we use the so-called relaxation and replace the non-convex `0
norm with the closest convex norm, which is the `1 norm.
The synthesis-based dequantization problem can be therefore
formulated as finding
arg min
c
‖c‖1 s.t. ‖Dc− xq‖∞ < ∆
2
, (2)
where ‖ · ‖∞ denotes the `∞ norm returning the largest
magnitude of the input vector.
To solve (2), it is convenient to rewrite it into an uncon-
strained form:
arg min
c
‖c‖1 + ιΓ∗(c), (3)
where the constraint is replaced by the addition of the indicator
function ιC(·), which returns 0 if its argument lies in the
convex set C, and ∞ otherwise. In (2), the convex set
Γ∗ ⊂ CP is defined as
Γ∗ = {c′ | ‖Dc′ − xq‖∞ < ∆
2
}. (4)
B. Analysis Case
In contrast to the synthesis model, the dequantization prob-
lem can also be formulated as analysis-based, often also called
cosparse. Here, instead of composing the signal from several
components, the analysis operator A is used, which gener-
ates coefficients from the signal, such that Ax = c, where
A : RN → CP and it holds that D∗ = A (notation ∗ represents
the adjoint operator).
Using the cosparse model, the dequantization problem at-
tains the form
arg min
x
‖Ax‖1 s.t. ‖x− xq‖∞ < ∆
2
. (5)
As with the synthesis case, we rewrite the problem to the
unconstrained form:
arg min
x
‖Ax‖1 + ιΓ(x), (6)
where the convex set of feasible solutions Γ ⊂ RN is now
a very simple set of time domain signals:
Γ = {x′ | ‖x′ − xq‖∞ < ∆
2
}. (7)
IV. ALGORITHMIC SOLUTION
To solve problems defined in Sec. III, the proximal splitting
algorithms are used [13]. The synthesis-based problem (3)
consists in minimizing a sum of two convex functions, and in
this case the Douglas–Rachford (DR) algorithm can be used
[14]. The algorithm is presented in Alg. 1.
Algorithm 1: Douglas–Rachford (DR) algorithm solving (3)
Input: Set starting point c(0) ∈ CP .
Set parameters λ = 1, γ > 0.
for i = 0, 1, . . . do
c˜(i) = projΓ∗c
(i)
c(i+1) = c(i) + λ
(
softγ(2c˜
(i) − c(i))− c˜(i))
return c(i+1)
The algorithm consists of two principal steps. The first
step is the projection onto Γ∗. Using the projection lemma
introduced in [15], the projection can be efficiently computed
by
projΓ∗(z) = z−D∗ (Dz− projΓ(Dz)) , (8)
where the projection onto Γ at the right side of (8) is a trivial
time-domain mapping:
(
projΓ(y)
)
n
=

yn if |yn − (xq)n| < ∆2 ,
(xq)n +
∆
2 if yn − (xq)n < −∆2 ,
(xq)n − ∆2 if yn − (xq)n > ∆2 .
(9)
The second principal step of the algorithm is soft thresh-
olding as the proximal operator of the `1 norm, defined as
softγ(z) = sgn(z)max(|z| − γ, 0), (10)
where  represents the elementwise product.
In the analysis case, the linear operator A inside the `1 norm
in (6) disables us to use the DR algorithm as in the synthesis
case. The Chambolle–Pock (CP) algorithm [16] is able to cope
with a linear operator with one of the functions. Its particular
form for signal dequantization is shown in Alg. 2.
Algorithm 2: Chambolle–Pock (CP) algorithm solving (6)
Input: Set starting points p(0) ∈ RN ,q(0) ∈ CP .
Set parameters ζ, σ > 0 and ρ ∈ [0, 1].
for i = 0, 1, . . . do
q(i+1) = clip1(q(i) + σAp¯(i))
p(i+1) = projΓ(p(i) − ζA∗q(i+1))
p¯(i+1) = p(i+1) + ρ(p(i+1) − p(i))
return p¯(i+1)
The algorithm has again two principal steps corresponding
to the proximal operators of the minimized functions. Since
the set of feasible solutions Γ is defined in the time-domain,
the projection step consists in the simple elementwise mapping
as in (9). Because of the Fenchel–Rockafellar conjugate inside
the first step of the algorithm, the soft thresholding becomes
a clip function:
clipλ(x) = sgn(x)min(|x|, λ). (11)
For ρ = 1, the algorithm is proved to converge if ζσ‖A‖2 < 1,
where ‖ · ‖ denotes the operator norm.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The experiments were designed to evaluate the perfor-
mance of sparsity-based dequantization methods, using the `1-
minimization in both the synthesis and the analysis models.
The Discrete Gabor Transform (DGT) and the Windowed
Modified Discrete Cosine Transform (WMDCT) were in-
cluded in the testing, and two means of numerical evaluation
were used, specifically the Signal-to-Distortion Ratio (SDR)
and Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ). See
details below.
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The original intent of the paper was to extend the experi-
ments from [7], which were only limited to a single transform
and to the synthesis model. Unfortunately, even though we
used the same audio database, the same quantization type, and
the same evaluation methods, we found out that we were not
able to reproduce the results reported in [7]. Therefore, our
paper can be considered a stand-alone study of dequantization
algorithms based on sparsity.
The audio database, provided as an online archive attached
to the book [17], consists of 720 male speech utterances with
an approximate length of 2 seconds. These speech signals are
available at the sampling frequencies 8 kHz (narrowband) and
25 kHz (wideband) in wav files with 16 bps. Since the PESQL
evaluator is able to process only signals sampled at 8 kHz or
16 kHz, the signals were first downsampled from 25 to 16 kHz.
After the downsampling process, the speech signals were
peak-normalized and then uniformly quantized according to
the quantization rule in (1). The signal was degraded to seven
different grades, using the word lengths w = 2, 3, . . . , 8.
Assuming that the reconstructed signals have a sparse rep-
resentation, the DR algorithm (Alg. 1) is used to approximate
the solution of (3), i.e., the synthesis formulation of the
dequantization problem while the CP (Alg. 2) approximates
(6), i.e., the analysis formulation.
The implementation was done in MATLAB 2019b and relies
on the LTFAT toolbox [18] in computing the signal synthesis
and analysis. The source codes are available at http://www.
utko.feec.vutbr.cz/~rajmic/software/sparse_dequant.zip.
A. Evaluation Using Signal-to-Distortion Ratio (SDR)
The similarity of the restored signal to the original is evalu-
ated using the ∆SDR, which expresses the SDR improvement
and is computed as the difference between the restored and
the quantized signal according to:
∆SDR = SDR(x, xˆ)− SDR(x,xq). (12)
The SDR for two signals u and v is computed as
SDR(u,v) = 10 log10
‖u‖22
‖u− v‖22
. (13)
The average ∆SDR values for both proposed algorithms, and
the DGT or the WMDCT as a transform, are presented in
Fig. 2. According to the ∆SDR results, using the DGT instead
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of the WMDCT leads to a better restoration quality by up
to 1 dB for both proposed algorithms. On the other hand, no
significant difference in the quality of restoration between the
synthesis and the analysis model has been found; The DR
algorithm performs marginally better in the case of very harsh
quantization, i.e., 2 and 3 bps.
B. Evaluation Using PESQL
Since ∆SDR indicates only the physical similarity between
two signals with no psychoacoustics involved, the quality of
restoration was also evaluated using the Perceptual Evaluation
of Speech Quality (PESQ), specifically, using the implemen-
tation provided in [17], which is the same evaluator that was
used in [7]. The output of the PESQL is the Mean Opinion
Scores (MOS), which covers a scale of 1 (bad) to 5 (excellent).
The PESQL results of the dequantization are shown in
Fig. 3. Along with the average PESQL results of the restored
signals, the PESQL values of the quantized signals are also
plotted in the figure. Both proposed algorithms with either the
DGT or the WMDCT performed very similarly for smaller
word lengths (specifically 2, 3 and 4 bps). For bigger word
lengths (6, 7 and 8 bps) there is a more significant difference
between the WMDCT and the DGT, suggesting that the DGT
is more suitable for this type of restoration task. Also, the
PESQL values suggest a slight advantage of using the analysis
model, even though the difference in PESQL is small.
C. Experiment Setup and Parameter Fine-Tuning
To obtain the best possible results of dequantization, a care-
ful selection of the parameters of the proximal algorithms must
be made, specifically, the parameter γ in the DR algorithm,
which is used as a threshold for the soft thresholding step. If γ
is too big, most of the time-frequency coefficients are pushed
to zero and the algorithm does not converge properly. On the
other hand, a very small γ causes the algorithm to converge
very slowly. Similar behavior is observed with the parameter
ζ used in the Chambolle–Pock algorithm.
The courses of the ∆SDR and PESQL values through
iterations for both algorithms are presented in Fig. 4. One can
notice a fast gain in the first couple of iterations followed by
a slight drop, after which the ∆SDR value stabilizes. The most
likely explanation for this behavior is that the processed signals
(especially speech signals) are not as sparse as the algorithm
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Fig. 4: Development of ∆SDR values and PESQL through iter-
ations for the testing signal “S_01_01.wav” dequantized from
2 bps quantization for both synthesis (Douglas–Rachford) and
analysis (Chambolle–Pock) model. For this example, the real-
valued DGT was selected as the default transform.
would need, and after a certain number of iterations the
algorithm continues to further “sparsify” the restored signal,
making it less similar to the original one because it has lots of
zeros on the positions of the lowest quantization levels, which
is also confirmed by the observations of the restored signals.
This is the reason why we prefer to terminate the algorithms
at the SDR peaks. Since computational time is not crucial in
this application, we set the respective parameters γ, ζ for the
DR and the CP algorithms, respectively, to terminate the algo-
rithms after approximately 100 iterations. The specific values
used for testing are in Table I. Apart from the parameters, we
also set the maximum number of iterations for both algorithms
to 400 and the minimum number of iterations to 50.
The other parameters were set to λ = 1 for the Douglas–
Rachford and σ = 1/ζ, ρ = 1 for the Chambolle–Pock.
As the sparsity-promoting transforms, the real-valued dis-
crete Gabor transform (DGT) and the Windowed Modified
Discrete Cosine Transform (WMDCT) were used. For both
transforms, a 1024 samples long Hann window with 1024
frequency channels was used. The redundancy of the DGT
was set to 4, i.e., the window overlap was 75 %.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, two sparsity-based approaches to speech
dequantization have been proposed, using the synthesis and
the analysis models of the signal. The synthesis variant
of the optimization problem is numerically solved with the
Douglas–Rachford algorithm and the analysis variant with the
Chambolle–Pock algorithm. Both methods perform similar to
each other and they lead to a significant improvement in the
quality of restored audio in terms of ∆SDR and PESQL. The
analysis model seems to perform slightly better according to
the PESQL values. Both algorithms have also been tested
using the WMDCT and the DGT signal transforms, and better
results—according to both the ∆SDR and PESQL—have been
achieved using the DGT.
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